ST. JOSEPH’S CONVENT
PORT OF SPAIN
BOOK LIST
FORM THREE 2011 - 2012

RELIGION
(Compulsory for Catholics)
* Bible
* Caribbean Worship and Song - (Available at the School’s Co-operative)
  Witnessing to Faith – Book 3 - (Available at the School’s Co-operative)

ENGLISH
** Choices Book 3 - Grant, Mayne et al
  English for All – Book 3 R Narinesingh and Bhadase Seetahal-Maraj
  A Raisin in the Sun – Lorraine Hansberry
  The Skin I’m In – Sharon Flake (Oxford)
  * Pocket Oxford Dictionary - New Edition
  * Systems Student Companion – English for Lower Secondary Schools –
    Magadalene Chew and Surinder Kaur

FRENCH
* Expo 2 – Meier and Ramage (Rouge)
  Collins French School Dictionary and Grammar
  Cahier d’activités (En Plus!) Expo 2 Workbook (En Puis)

SPANISH
  * Qué Hay? Cuaderno 3
  * Collins Easy Learning Spanish Dictionary

GEOGRAPHY
** Caribbean Environment – Mark Wilson

HISTORY
* An Introduction to the History of Trinidad and Tobago – Bridget Brereton

MATHEMATICS
  Trinidad and Tobago Maths Connect Book 3- Edward Kennedy
  Mathematical Instruments
  1 Graph Book
  1 Scientific Calculator
  1 Binder/Clamp Folder

BIOLOGY
** CXC Biology – Linda Atwaroo- Ali
  Biology Soft Cover Lab Book (Available at the School’s Co-operative)
  1 Hard Covered Note Book

CHEMISTRY & PHYSICS
** Caribbean Interactive Science Book 3 – H. Leng & J Cazabon
  2 Hard-Covered Note Books
  1 Soft Cover Science Lab Book - (Available at the School’s Co-operative)
  1 Cheese-Cloth or J-Cloth for use in the Lab

COMPUTER STUDIES
* Information Technology for CSEC – M. Reid, D. Dinesan & R. Khan Heineman
  (Retain Form 2 Note Books)
  1 USB Flash Drive

MUSIC
  1 - 12 Staves Manuscript Book
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SOCIAL STUDIES ** Interactive Social Studies – Form 3 Focus - R. Ramsawak S. Jodha & G Gangapersad

ART ** Visual Arts for Secondary School – Shastri Maharaj
1 Plastic container for water
1 Large Drawing Book or Sketch Pad, no smaller than 35cm x 43cm
3 Brushes – Round – sizes 3, 6 and 10 (not made in China)
4 Drawing pencils – 2B, 4B, 6B &2H
White plastic plate or top of ice cream container or palette
1 Set of poster paints or acrylics

1 Journal (Available at the School’s Cooperative)
Homework Note Book (Available at the School’s Cooperative)
2 Coursework Assignment and Examination Writing Pads - (Available at the School’s Cooperative)

* THESE TEXTS WERE USED IN FORM TWO.

** THESE TEXTS WILL BE PROVIDED BY THE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION.

Parent Donation To Project 2010 And Beyond
We appreciate your support of our Project 2010 and Beyond. It assists us in maintaining and developing the best facilities for your daughter at this institution.